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As the Arab healthcare industry grows, it is important to recognise and reward industry leaders and 
innovators for their contribution and dedication to the health sector.

The Arab Health Innovation & Achievement Awards were held last night at a glamorous gala 
dinner at the Marriott Marquis Hotel, Dubai, in front of a full house of healthcare professionals, policy makers 
and media. The Arab Health Awards are seriously contested and have become an eagerly anticipated part 
of the overall Arab Health event. This year, a huge number of nominations were received, highlighting the 
importance and high level of regard the awards hold within the Middle Eastern healthcare industry. 

The awards are playing an increasing role in improving healthcare standards across the region and last 
night, the winners were delighted to receive recognition for their work. 

announCed last nigHt at prestigious gala dinner
arab HealtH award winners
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can YoU tell Us a bit 
aboUt doctorUna.coM? 
As a medical directory www.doctoruna.com offers 
doctors and medical practices bilingual English and 
Arabic online ‘shop front’ that enables them to 
profile their expertise, qualifications and key details 
regarding their services dramatically increasing 
their web presence with world-class expertise and 
improving access to care for patients.

In addition DoctorUna provides a simple 
but technologically sophisticated appointment 
setting system that enables appointments to be 
requested or scheduled 24/7, even when the 
practice is closed, improving practice efficiency. 
We have found that 60% of patients are making 
appointments outside of office hours.

How does it worK?
The website is very simple and easy to use. There are 
several easy ways for patients to narrow their search 
for a doctor when they land on the DoctorUna 
home page. The first way allows them to choose 
the doctor or dentist by specialty, the second allows 
them to choose the preferred location, and the third 
way allows them to select a practitioner that accepts 
their insurance for Direct Billing. 

In the case of booking an appointment with a 
specific doctor, there is a fourth way to search directly 
by doctor name. Then a list of doctors that meets the 
search criteria are listed along with their availability.

With DoctorUna, patients can now book their 
appointments instantly online, and take advantage 
of last-minute openings in doctors’ schedules. 
Appointments can also automatically be entered into 
patients’ calendars on Gmail or Outlook, for example. 

A specific sequence of reminders are sent 
by SMS and email to reduce no-shows and so if 
changes to appointments are required, this can also 
be done quickly and easily online without calling the 
receptionist and then waiting to get through.

The appointment booking service can be 
accessed by patients 24/7 from their computer 
or smartphone even when the medical practice 
is closed, allowing them to secure an appointment 
or re-schedule one right away.

wHat proMpted YoU to set 
Up tHis service in tHe Uae?
Soon after I moved to the region, I went to a wedding 
in Beirut and foolishly hurt my back lifting the groom 
on my shoulders. I found it really challenging to get 
information and access to medical specialists and 
services. In this part of the world it can be difficult to 
figure out who the right doctors are, and who accepts 
your insurance. Then it can be extremely frustrating to 
get through to a receptionist and to get an appointment 
that suits you. In addition to this, it’s sometimes not 
appropriate or convenient to spend the time during 
working hours to make the appointment as well as 
letting other people know about your condition.  

So I started to think why is it that I can reliably 
and efficiently book flights and hotels online but 
there is no online solutions provider for patients 
and doctors in the region. That’s really what 
prompted the idea of DoctorUna. 

How does tHe site 
benefit tHe doctors 
tHeMselves? wHat 
incentives are tHere 
for doctors to siGn Up?
From a doctor’s perspective, DoctorUna is 
an instant and effective platform to showcase 
their services and an efficient tool to maximise 
appointment setting.

Not only do we provide an unrivalled and 
extremely targeted audience of new patients, but we 
help doctors to better manage their appointment 
scheduling system, which is a service for their 
existing patients that helps retain them in today’s 

competitive environment. For instance, because 
of our SMS and email reminders we help reduce 
no-shows as we make it so easy for patients to 
reschedule their appointments. To date, more than 
97% of appointments booked through DoctorUna 
were confirmed and honoured. By broadcasting 
availability we help unlock hidden supply.

Annual subscription costs for doctors to list on 
DoctorUna are low, equating in monetary terms to 
the revenue generated by only one extra appointment 
per month. The website already has access to a 
regional database of over 9 million potential patients 
to whom DoctorUna service is offered free.

can a patient Use tHis 
service for a Medical 
eMerGencY to rinG and 
speaK to a Medical 
professional?
It’s important to understand that DoctorUna 
provides patients the most comprehensive, 
reliable and convenient information portal 
for finding a doctor or medical specialist and 
immediately making an appointment.  It does not, 
however, provide medical advice. Our focus is on 
empowering patients to make better healthcare 
decisions and improve their access to care. 

For any medical emergency, we recommend 
patients visit medical practices immediately.

How are YoU MeasUrinG 
tHe sUccess of 
doctorUna.coM?
Since we launched we have received incredibly 

positive feedback on the service from both 
doctors and patients. I am very proud of what my 
team has achieved so far which has come about 
through hard work and a deep focus on helping 
patients and doctors. We measure a lot of factors 
and link these to our values. I measure the success 
of DoctorUna by how well we adhere to our 
values and work towards our mission.

Our list of medical professionals, clinics and 
hospitals grows every day. Currently, DoctorUna has 
more than 200 doctors and dentists listed in Dubai, 
which is an incredible achievement in such a short 
space of time especially since we visit every single clinic.

Every day since we launched appointments have 
been successfully scheduled through the website. 
Interestingly the quickest we have managed so far 
is one patient who made an appointment and then 
saw the doctor only 15 minutes later.

wHat are YoUr plans 
for expandinG tHis 
service in tHe reGion?
We launched in Dubai in October 2012 and have 
an ambitious roll-out programme planned across 
the MENA region. 

Next we plan to extend our service across the 
UAE and to Cairo, Amman and Beirut and then 
across Saudi Arabia and into Kuwait.

From a technology perspective the Mobile 
Application for Andriod and IoS will be ready in the 
near future and then we will look to add additional 
services that improve access and enable doctor 
efficiency such as check-in functionality, patient 
care management, follow-up and compliance.  DD

with Yaasen dalal, 
ceo of doctorUnaQ&a 

online Medical directorY and appointMent 
booKinG service laUncHed in dUbai

we, rUdolf Medical, 
we care...
 Because the world of industry, medicine 
and research becomes more and more 
challenging every day, requiring higher 
precision, accuracy and specialisation
 Because our employees, the physicians 
and patients represent our most precious 
asset
 Because by working together, we advance, 
we develop global solutions and establish 
valuable partnerships

 Because we have chosen to work with 
responsible partners all over the world
 Because we commit ourselves to life.

inspiration and 
Motivation 
We rely both on our innovative strength and our 
proximity to the end-users; our products and our 
solutions reflect our corporate philosophy, our 
high standards and our know-how. The close and 
trusting relationship which unites us, the thoughtful 
and honest partner, with the hospitals, clinics and 

surgeons all over the world allows us to improve 
our products, attain an ever-higher quality level and 
not only meet but also anticipate the expectations 
of our end-users and their patients. 

innovation tHroUGH 
researcH
Partnering with opinion-leading surgeons, our 
engineers constantly develop and test new 
products by exploring new surgical techniques. 
This is how both the method and instrument 
range for endoscopic ventriculostomy were born 

and named ‘Laura’, after the daughter of its 
talented creator.

partners todaY and 
toMorrow
We, Rudolf Medical, believe above all in 
progress and lasting values.

No matter whether you need high quality 
surgical instruments, high-end equipment for 
the Operating Rooms, product presentations/
trainings or fast and efficient service concepts 
we offer you our broad and varied product 
portfolio and our knowhow. Together with 
our partners worldwide we are always there 
to support you. We trust that you and the 
patients all over the world deserve excellent 
surgical instruments and equipment, the best 
attendance and outstanding service. DD

innovation tHroUGH researcH
Advertorial provided by Rudolf Medical 

doctoruna.com is a new online medical directory and appointment booking 
service launched initially in dubai in october 2012 that offers the medical 
fraternity an instant and effective platform to showcase their services, and an 
efficient tool to maximise appointment setting. the arab Health daily dose team 
spoke to Yaasen dalal, ceo of doctorUna, to find out more about the services 
offered and his plans for doctoruna.com’s future development.

Yaasen Dalal


